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Introduction

Publishing Research Group, a non-profit organization created to achieve more
depth of client research in three sectors of the publishing industry, conducted
surveys from March to June 2013 of self-described self-publishing authors of
books. Authors were invited through email to participate in a 14-question
survey administered on-line, about their experience with self-publishing and
with self-publisher author services firms.

536 authors responded to the emails by participating in the survey during that
time.

The survey asked authors questions in three basic areas:
•

Self-description of their publishing experience

•

Satisfaction with their author services firms (concentrating on their
experience relative to their most recent publication)

•

Fees surrounding the services they received
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Executive Summary

The responding authors are prolific writers and currently very
active in their writing
•

More than half of authors – 51% - have published in the last 12 months,
and 72% have published in the last 2 years.

•

Nearly two-thirds of authors – 65% - plan to publish again in the next 12
months.

•

The overall degree of author experience in terms of number of books
published is substantial - 3.9 books average.

A large portion of responding authors are not finding to an
adequate degree what they need in author services companies to
be willing to stick with them
•

60% of authors have been with their most recent publisher less than 3
years, and 43% less than 2 years.
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Authors are more satisfied with the end productof their work
with their author services firms, compared with their overall
satisfaction or their satisfaction with customer service from
those firms.
•

There were eight firms measured for client satisfaction: Accurance,
AuthorHouse, CreateSpace, iUniverse, Lulu, Publish America, Trafford,
and Xlibris. These firms were compared to ‘All’ and to ‘Other’ as well as
each other. ‘Other’ is defined as the aggregate of all firms that are not
one of the eight.

•

Accurance and CreateSpace shared the highest average satisfaction
scores in all three areas: Overall, Customer Service, and End-Product.
Their scores were significantly higher on average than the scores of any
of the other six firms, or ‘All’ or ‘Other’.

•

The Author Solutions firms – AuthorHouse, Xlibris, iUniverse, Trafford –
ranked at the bottom on average, with scores significantly lower than any
of the four firms they were compared to overall, as well as ‘All’ and
‘Other’.

•

Xlibris had the dubious honor of ranking as the worst satisfaction firm of
the those measured in two of the three categories, and second to worse in
the third (Publish America ranked last in one of the three categories, but
in the middle rankings in the other two).
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Authors that are unsatisfied with their publisher site lack of
sales as their chief reason.
•

24% of authors cite lack of sales as their chief complaint if they are
unsatisfied with their most recent publisher.

•

Poor customer service and excessive fee levels are in a virtual tie for the
second most common complaint, at 17% and 16% respectively

Unfortunately, the data gathered concerning the amount of fees
paid

by

promotion,

authors
were

both

for

production/publishing

undecipherable

and

and

for

in

the

contradictory

extreme, to the point where no data of any validity exists.

•

The problem was consistent: a very large portion of authors claimed
costs far less than the costs that are known, across the board, overall
and for the vast majority of author services firms.

•

Rather than publishing in any depth any breakdowns in what appears to
be

completely

invalid

date,

Publishing

Research

Group

will

be

researching more deeply, and with methods that will avoid the problems
seen, in future surveys in 2013 and 2014. See ‘discussion’ for more on
this.
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Experienced

Authors

Learn

to

Use

Firms

with

Higher

Satisfaction Ratings, and Pay Less
•

An analysis of the Experience and the Satisfaction data – both for all
authors and broken down by author services firms – reveals a clear
pattern.

The more experience an author gets, the more they learn to

avoid the firms that have given them problems, and engage the firms that
have the higher satisfaction ratings. Those firms also happen to be
among the least expensive of the firms featured in this survey.
•

The average experience of an Accurance author is 7.8 books, and of
CreateSpace, 5.8 books. Those authors have far higher satisfaction than
any other group of authors. Those two firms are on average the lowest
priced firms of those featured in this survey.

•

The average experience of the four Author Solutions firms’ authors, on
the other hand, is lower than the experience of any authors of any other
firm or group. Those same authors have the lowest satisfaction as well.
Those firms average pricing is significantly higher, apples-to-apples, than
either Create Space or Accurance.
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Survey Results
How long have you been with your most recently used publisher?

All Self Published Authors
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All Self Published Authors

Survey Results
How long ago did you publish (or re-publish), most recently?

All Self Published Authors
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Survey Results
How far in the future from today will you be finishing your next book to publish?

All Self Published Authors
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Survey Results
Results
Survey
In your writing career, how many books have you published?

All Authors Average Experience
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More than 10
Books
28%

Survey Results
In your writing career, how many books have you published?

Average Experience Per Vendor

 The average experience of
authors using Accurance
and Create Space (7.8 and
5.8 respectively) is
significantly more than
authors using the other
author services firms
overall or those specific
firms displayed.
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 The average experience of
authors using one of the
four Author Solutions
firms displayed (ranging
from 2.14 to 3.1) is less
than authors using other
authors services firms
overall or those other
specific firms displayed.

Survey Results Client Satisfaction : All Self Published Section
Please rate your most recent publisher, from 1 to 10 with 10 being the highest, in terms
of Overall Satisfaction with your experience with them.
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Survey Results Client Satisfaction : All Self Published Section
Please rate your most recent publisher, from 1 to 10 with 10 being the highest, in terms
of Client Service.
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16%
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Survey Results Client Satisfaction : All Self Published Section
Please rate your most recent publisher, from 1 to 10 with 10 being the highest, in terms
of competence in delivering quality resulting products and services.

All Authors End Product Satisfaction
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20%

25%

Survey Results
If you are not using a publisher you have used in the past for your next project, what
is (are) the reasons?

Top Four Reasons

Percentage

Did not provide book sales to an adequate
level

24 %

Has poor client service

17%

Is too expensive

16%

Provides non-competent output products
and services

11%
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Survey Results Client Satisfaction : Vendor Section
Please rate your most recent publisher, from 1 to 10 with
10 being the highest, in terms of Overall Satisfaction with

Accurance and Create
Space have significantly higher

your experience with them.

author satisfaction scores - 8.5

Overall Client Satisfaction Per
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8.0

8.5

9.0

author satisfaction score of 5.4.

Survey Results Client Satisfaction : Vendor Section
Please rate your most recent publisher, from 1 to 10 with
10 being the highest, in terms of Client Service.

Accurance has the highest
author satisfaction with customer
service of firms – 9.0 – followed by
Create Space with a score of 8.4.
Both scores are significantly
higher than the weighted average
score for all author services firms
of 6.8.
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8.0

8.5

9.0

Authors rank Publish
America as the firm having the
lowest author satisfaction with
customer service, with a score of
5.0.

Survey Results Client Satisfaction : Vendor Section
Please rate your most recent publisher, from 1 to 10 with
10 being the highest, in terms of competence in delivering
quality resulting products and services.

Satisfaction in Product Quality Per
Vendor
Other
Xlibris

Create Space and Accurance
again have the highest author
satisfaction with the quality of the
end product or service, with scores
of 8.7 and 8.5 respectively. Both
scores are significantly higher than
the weighted average score for all
author services firms of 7.3.
Three of the four Author
Solutions firms (Authorhouse,
Xlibris, Trafford) have the 3 lowest
scores for author satisfaction with
the quality of the end product,
with an average score of 6.1,
compared to the average score for
all author services firms of 7.3.
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8.0

8.5

9.0

Xlibris has the lowest score
of the 8 firms, with a score for
author satisfaction with the quality
of the end product of 5.9,
compared with the average score of
7.3.

Survey Results
Cost of Production and Publishing Services
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Survey Results
Cost of Promotion

All Authors Cost of Promotion
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Discussion

Comparisons Only
It is important to consider this data only for comparisons sake.
•

First, this specific survey is ongoing and over time, trends will emerge.
Those trends are valid and valuable. Absolute raw numbers (what
portion of authors listed an ‘8’ for overall customer satisfaction for
instance) that are self-reports of opinions, are not valuable in and of
themselves.

•

Second, the comparisons between publishers (a.k.a. author services
firms) are valuable, as the subjective absolute raw numbers take a back
seat to the ‘difference between groups’.

PRG reporting is careful to only feature differences between groups that are
large enough that other causes of variance cannot explain the differences
between groups. When the difference between two firms or two groups is not
adequately large, this survey report does not feature or mention those
differences. Over time, as the subject pool in the surveys becomes larger and
larger, an Analysis of Variance can show more and more deeply, differences
between groups that might seem more subtle but can be shown to be valid
(Statistical Significance, P-Value, ANOVAs, MANOVAs, confidence
etc.)
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intervals

Author Perception versus PublisherPerception
It should be pointed out author satisfaction is derived from a combination of
author experience (or lack thereof, depending) and author services firm quality.
It is not just an objective non-biased factual result of publisher quality.
Many (not all) authors typically lay the blame for any problems at the feet of
their publishers; the blogosphere and forums are full of thousands of examples
of this. Publishers on the other hand, ascribe many problems to the naiveté –
sometimes in the face of all kinds of advice and disclosure – of some authors.
Both are right – and both are wrong. For example, it is well known among
publishers that many authors think distribution and promotion are the same
thing and that their book would simply soar to success of its own accord, if
only they can find the right publisher. It is also well known among authors
that some publishers will tell you whatever they think is necessary to get the
sale, in fact will leverage the dreams of the authors to maximize the publishers’
sales and revenue per sale. Both of the assertions are very commonly true, but
neither is true in all or even most instances. In other words, it is not true that
all authors do what publishers might accuse them of, but it is true of many of
them. Similarly, it is not true that all publishers are crooks, but it is sadly true
that some of them are.
This point must always be kept in mind when analyzing, interpreting, reaching
conclusions about this and future surveys. On average, there is a

‘gap’

between average author perception and average publisher perception. If the
industry is to thrive long term, that gap must be reduced over time.
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Author Satisfaction and Author Experience
An extremely important point this survey displays clearly is the more
experienced an author is in terms of number of books published, the more
satisfied they are with their most recent publisher.
A first-time small business entrepreneur typically has a large number of
shocks – and makes a large number of fundamental errors – in the first two
years of founding their first business. In fact, a majority of first time business
owners report that they spend a number of years undoing the damage – or
being dragged down by the damage – they put on themselves in their early
period of existence.
Self-publishing one’s own manuscripts is no different; it is in fact starting one’s
own business. It is a race, one’s learning curve pitted against one’s shrinking
wallet. Publishing one’s own book is a big enough learning curve in and of
itself. When one begins to look at how to get attention, how to get an audience,
how to get book sales, it is exponentially more a mystery and a challenge to
learn.
This is why it is so important, for both authors and publishers, to understand the
underlying truth and opportunity of the fact that the more experienced authors in
this survey are in fact also more satisfied with their publishers.
In a business, one can get discouraged, point fingers, and essentially give up
before the game is over.
As an early or even first-time author, one can experience that same frustration,
and either give up or point fingers, become jaded because one initially picked
the wrong publisher, and quit the game before it is anywhere near done. But
if an early author realizes that more experienced authors have much higher
satisfaction with their authors, the truth and opportunity is to ‘just keep
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working at it, view it as a path of learning that will become clearer and clearer,
and that the only wrong move is to quit.’
Publishers need to understand the truth and opportunity of this point of the
survey as well. Authors are new to the business of publishing and promotion.
In order to minimize an author client’s frustration, there is no substitute for
educating the author, helping him or her move along at the fastest rate
possible towards experience and knowledge, because that more learned and
experienced author tends to stay more and more with their publisher – which
means repeat business. The ‘sell them their dreams and run’ tactic not only
poisons author perception of the author services world in general, but it also
vastly reduces a particular publisher’s chance for repeat business, and there is
no author that is more profitable for a publisher like one that is already a
client.

Vendor Comparison
For the purposes of this survey, it is too speculative even in a discussion
section, to describe why Create Space and Accurance seem to be succeeding so
well in author satisfaction, and the Author Solutions firms failing so badly.
Author Solutions perception problems did not start with this survey, they have
followed them their entire history. The most recent iteration of this problem is
a lawsuit brought against them by three authors in different states, with
aspirations of escalating to class action status, accusing them of deceptive
practices

on

several

levels

(Forbes

article

on

lawsuit:

http://www.forbes.com/sites/suwcharmananderson/2013/05/07/penguinauthor-solutions-sued-for-deceptive-practices/). SFWA and AIA are also vocal
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critics of Author Solutions and are chiming in with commentary on this
lawsuit.
One irony this vendor comparison shows is that two of the lowest cost
providers – CreateSpace and Accurance – have by far the highest client
satisfaction. A cynical reader might say that an author that saves money is a
happy author, but the price difference between some of the packages of
Accurance and Create Space compared to some Author Solutions packages is
not huge. Further, Accurance and CreateSpace had far better customer service
satisfaction scores as well, implying indirectly that the difference they present
to authors has to do with elements far beyond a simple ‘cheaper is happier’
calculus.

Lastly, it is instructive to authors about which author services firms they might
want to try, simply because of the (above discussed) fact that the most
experienced authors are those with the highest satisfaction, and they are also
those that most use CreateSpace and Accurance. One does not have to
necessarily know the ‘why’ when it is clear that ‘those that do, are happier with
the result’.

Production, Publishing and Promotion Costs
Discussion sections exist in survey results presentations to give at least some
space for theorizing, speculating, and suggesting the ‘next steps’ that make the
most sense in terms of what further to study. The results of the costs section
of this survey however, have left our surveyors speechless, in a word, and
certainly the Discussion section is the only place these results should be
reported.
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First, it is clear that different methodology – perhaps much smaller ‘N’ studies
that are telephonic rather than on-line, perhaps identification of package
names associated with costs, perhaps incentives for answering more timeconsumptive inquiries – is called for. The results from the methodology on
these questions in this survey, unfortunately, fly completely in the face of all
known facts, so we are left with considering the methodology for these
particular questions is flawed.
Cost is not subjective. When an author rates his or her satisfaction with their
most recent publisher, it is subjective and therefore perfectly valid. ‘How much
did you pay’ is not subjective, however.
Over 80 packages are offered between the author services firms cited as ‘most
recent publishers’ by the authors of this study. Only 8 of them have a lowest
base price below $1000. Most of those 8 have add-on costs

for

various

features, so the final package costs for a particular author that remain under
$1000 is even fewer than 8 out of 80. We estimate only 3 of the 80 are likely to
frequently stay under $1000 given typical author needs, and those 3 are
substantially ‘bare bones’.
However, 54% of authors in this study claim their publishing packages cost
less than $1000, and 72% of authors claim their promotion packages cost less
than $1000.
Our leading theory is the ‘jury pool manipulation’. In other words, a large
number of authors thinking is ‘I will enable my costs to be lower if I tell a
publisher I paid less than their price the last time I published’ and they are
taking that thinking into a published presentation of survey results. We see
this is a reaction to a common distrust of publishers caused by the ‘sell them
their dreams and run’ author services firms.
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What is most true is that is just a theory. It - much less the explanation of
the cause of it - is purely speculative, and belongs in and only in a Discussion
section. It is not the only theory, but rather than list those here, we will just
say that different methodology is being planned to better receive, report and
present cost experience among authors, and it would not be responsible or
professional to spend any time – or lend undue credence – to reporting of cost
that we know to be inaccurate.

Going Forward
Certainly in the upcoming surveys conducted, Publishers Research Group will
be concentrating, among other already committed concepts, the following based
on this surveys results.
•

More Client Satisfaction Issues: the purpose of these surveys is for

the publishing community to better understand the author community,
and for the author community to get a good snapshot of their peers.
From a bigger picture perspective, we hope to be able to help to close the
gap between the way authors look at things and the way that publishers
look at things. Over time, the industry must become more and more
responsive to author needs, or the explosion of self-publishing will
reverse itself. There is no better way to understand the author that an
exploration of what they do and don’t like in author services firms.

•

Different Methods for Surveying Cost: there are actual costs to

publishing and to promoting, those costs are not subjective, and there
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are methods for uncovering that information.

Those methods will be

employed.

•

Experience: it is clear that experienced authors have learned

much that inexperienced authors – and publishers – can greatly benefit
from. Deeper inquiries into the opinions and ‘experience of the
experienced’ will be done.
•

What to Watch Out For: a certain percentage of authors would say

they got ‘screwed’. Some of this is their own naiveté; some of this is
absolute fact. Either way, an exploration of ‘what to watch out for’ can
help both authors and publishers close the gap between each ones
perception of the other.
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